Randomly left or right truncated observations occur when one is concerned with estimation of the distribution of time between two events and when one only observes the time if one of the two events falls in a xed time-window, so that longer survival times have higher probability to be part of the sample than short survival times. In important AIDSapplications the time between seroconversion and AIDS is only observed if the person did not die before the start of the time-window. Hence, here the time of interest is truncated if another related time-variable is truncated. This problem is a special case of estimation of the bivariate survival function based on truncation by a bivariate truncation time, the problem covered in this paper; in the AIDS-application one component of the bivariate truncation time-vector is always zero. In this application the bivariate survival function is of interest itself in order to study the relation between time till AIDS and time between AIDS and death. We provide a quick algorithm for computation of the NPMLE. In particular, it is shown that the NPMLE is explicit for the special case when one of the truncation times is zero, as in the aids-application above. We prove that the NPMLE is consistent under the minimal condition that R dF=G < 1. Moreover, we prove asymptotic normality under a tail assumption at the origin which is an empirical analoque of R dF=G < 1. The condition holds in particular if the truncation distribution has an atom at zero. We provide an algorithm for estimation of its limiting variance. By simply plugging in one of the several proposals for estimation of the bivariate survival function based on right-censored data in the estimating equation we obtain an estimator based on right-censored randomly truncated data. Here, substitution of an estimator which handles the right-censoring e ciently leads to an e cient estimator.
Randomly left or right truncated observations occur when one is concerned with estimation of the distribution of time between two events and when one only observes the time if one of the two events falls in a xed time-window, so that longer survival times have higher probability to be part of the sample than short survival times. In important AIDSapplications the time between seroconversion and AIDS is only observed if the person did not die before the start of the time-window. Hence, here the time of interest is truncated if another related time-variable is truncated. This problem is a special case of estimation of the bivariate survival function based on truncation by a bivariate truncation time, the problem covered in this paper; in the AIDS-application one component of the bivariate truncation time-vector is always zero. In this application the bivariate survival function is of interest itself in order to study the relation between time till AIDS and time between AIDS and death. We provide a quick algorithm for computation of the NPMLE. In particular, it is shown that the NPMLE is explicit for the special case when one of the truncation times is zero, as in the aids-application above. We prove that the NPMLE is consistent under the minimal condition that R dF=G < 1. Moreover, we prove asymptotic normality under a tail assumption at the origin which is an empirical analoque of R dF=G < 1. The condition holds in particular if the truncation distribution has an atom at zero. We provide an algorithm for estimation of its limiting variance. By simply plugging in one of the several proposals for estimation of the bivariate survival function based on right-censored data in the estimating equation we obtain an estimator based on right-censored randomly truncated data. Here, substitution of an estimator which handles the right-censoring e ciently leads to an e cient estimator.
1 Introduction.
We will start with an introduction to the univariate random truncation model. Suppose one is concerned with estimation of the distribution of the survival time T from AIDS till death. For this purpose one has available a database of AIDS-patients regularly visiting the hospital from 1978-1995. If we assume (for the moment) that there is no right-censoring, then for all these patients we are able to establish time at which they got AIDS and time at which they died; in other words, we will observe T. However, this is a clear case of biased sampling since patients with a short survival time T are less likely to be part of the data-base than patients with a long survival time; to be precise, if we de ne C 1978 ? T AIDS if T AIDS < 1978, where T AIDS is the time at which the patient got AIDS, and C = 0 if T AIDS > 1978, then a patient will only be part of the sample if T C.
Hence the problem is to estimate the distribution of a random survival time T with survival function S, based on n i.i.d. random draws from the conditional distribution of (C; T), given T C (left-truncation) or, given T C (right-truncation), where it is assumed that C G is independent of T. For the moment we will restrict our attention to left-truncation; results are trivially generalized to right-truncation. We will denote the observations with T 0 i ; C 0 i , i = 1; : : :; n, where the 0 is used to indicate that the observations are random draws from the conditional distribution of (C; T), given T C. The maximum likelihood estimator of the survival function S of T is the well known product limit estimator given by: S n (t) = (0;t] (1 ? n (ds)); where n (ds) = P n i=1 I(T 0 i 2 ds) P n i=1 I(T 0 i s; C 0 i s) ; estimates the the hazard probability (ds) P(T 2 ds j T s). Asymptotic results of this estimator have been obtained by Woodroofe (1985) , Wang, Jewell and Tsai (1986) , Keiding and Gill (1990) and van der Vaart (1991) ; under the assumption that R dF=G < 1 and R dG=S < 1 the estimator is asymptotically e cient. Moreover, if T 0 i is right-censored by a censoring variable C i , then we simply estimate by: n (ds) = P n i=1 I(T 0 i 2 ds; i = 1) P n i=1 I(T 0 i^C i s; C 0 i s) ; where i = I(T 0 i C i ). In other words, the estimator is trivially generalized to right-censored truncated data. Consider now the following application. In hemophilia AIDS-data sets the time of seroconversion can be quite accurately determined since an hemophilia patient has to donate blood regularly. Hence these data sets are very good for estimation of the distribution of time T 1 between seroconversion and AIDS. However, again, a database will cover patients from, say 1978, till 1995, and hence a patient with a longer survival time will have a larger probability of being part of the sample than a patient with a short survival time. To be precise, let T 2 be the time between sero-conversion and death and let C 2 = 1978 ? T sero if T sero < 1978 and C 2 = 0 if T sero 1978. Then a patient will only be part of the sample if T 2 C 2 . In other words, we observe (T 1 ; T 2 ) and C 2 , given T 2 C 2 .
Hence the problem is to estimate the marginal distribution of T 1 based on n i.i.d. random draws from the conditional distribution of (T 1 ; T 2 ); C 2 , given T 2 C 2 . Since T 1 is truncated by the event T 2 C 2 instead of by a C 1 itself, this problem cannot be solved directly with the knowledge we have on the univariate truncation model. However, this problem is a special case of the following bivariate problem covered in this paper.
Let C = (C 1 ; C 2 ) G, T = (T 1 ; T 2 ) F be independent bivariate random vectors. We observe n i.i.d. copies of (C; T), given T C; in other words, we only observe (C; T) if T 1 C 1 and T 2 C 2 . We will refer to this data structure as bivariate truncated data. In this paper we are concerned with nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation of the bivariate survival function based on bivariate truncated data. This solves the application above by setting C 1 = 0 with probability 1 since it provides us with an estimate of the bivariate survival function of time T 1 between sero-conversion and AIDS and time T 2 between sero-conversion and death and hence, in particular, it provides us with the marginal distribution of T 1 .
The estimator is directly generalized to bivariate right-censored truncated data, using the rich amount of work carried out for estimation of the bivariate survival function based on rightcensored data. Estimation of the bivariate survival function based on right-censored data has been an extensively studied subject. In this problem the NPMLE is inconsistent so that several authors constructed representations of the bivariate survival functions in terms of quantaties which can be directly estimated from the data. One of the nicest representations which resulted in good (better than the other explicit estimators) estimators are due to Dabrowska (1988 Dabrowska ( ,1989 and Cai (1992a, 1992b) ; they represent the bivariate survival function as S 1 S 2 R, where R is a functional of three bivariate hazards and S 1 ; S 2 can be estimated with the KaplanMeier estimators. It is important to notice here (see G urler, 1994 ) that these representations do not (at least, not directly) provide us with consistent estimators of S based on bivariate truncated data. The problem is that for estimation of the marginals in these representations we need to estimate the hazard P(T 1 2 ds)=P(T 1 s) with n i.i.d. copies of (T 1 ; T 2 ); (C 1 ; C 2 ), given (T 1 ; T 2 ) (C 1 ; C 2 ). This can only be done in the classic way (as we did above for the univariate random truncation problem) if T 1 and T 2 are independent. In other words, the product limit estimator for the marginal S 1 breaks down if T 1 is only observed if T 1 C 1 and T 2 C 2 , where T 2 is related to T 1 .
In G urler (1994) a modi cation of Burke's estimate (Burke, 1988) of the bivariate survival function for right-censored data is developed which makes it applicable to the case where only one variable is subject to truncation. She shows that (also here) the approach cannot be generalized to bivariate truncation.
In the bivariate truncation model there is no evidence that the NPMLE does not work, in contrary to the bivariate right-censoring model; though, in the right-censoring model modications of the NPMLE as the asymptotically e cient one in van der Laan (1995) and the one proposed by Pruitt (1991) are good candidates to use in practice. In this paper we will determine the set of empirical score equations for the NPMLE F n , show how the solution can be quickly computed, and we will prove consistency and asymptotic normality of F n by showing that the solution F n is a smooth functional of the empirical distribution function. The univariate version of the estimating equation is solved by the product limit estimator. Using this, it will be shown that if C 2 = 0, i.e. we only have left-truncation on the rst variable, then the NPMLE is explicit.
So our AIDS-application above can be solved with an explicit estimator. The right-truncation and right-censored versions of our results will be given. A data-analysis using these bivariate survival function estimators will appear elsewhere. We will prove uniform consistency of F n on a compact interval 0; ] on which S is bounded away from zero under the minimal condition that R dF=G < 1. Because martingale arguments for bivariate processes are not available and that the NPMLE is implicit we need in the root-n proof a stronger version of the condition R 1 0 dF=G: see the theorem.
The reason that the NPMLE for bivariate truncation does not fail in contrary to the NPMLE for bivariate right-censored data is that the truncation is monotone in the sense that we only observe T if T > C and that we observe nothing if T 1 < C 1 ; T 2 > C 2 . If T 1 is randomly truncated by a C 1 and T 2 is randomly truncated by a C 2 (i.e. we might observe T 1 , but not T 2 and vica versa), then one expects that the same modi cations (i.e. smoothing) of the NPMLE as needed for bivariate right-censored data will be necessary. We are not aware of an application where the latter type of bivariate truncation occurs, but, for example, in problems where T 2 is a covariate which is always observed and T 1 is randomly truncated this would be the model to investigate.
2 E cient Score equations for the NPMLE.
We will consider the NPMLE F n of F as a solution of a set of score equations corresponding with one dimensional submodels through the NPMLE itself, where the scores of these one-dimensional models are orthogonal to the scores for the nuisance parameter G. Let P(C T). The distribution of the observed (C 0 ; T 0 ) is given by: P F;G (C 0 2 dc; T 0 2 dt) = 1 dF(t)dG(c)I(c t): Let The main reason for this is that the e cient score is orthogonal to the nuisance tangent space of G which implies that its derivative w.r.t. G is zero and often it does not even depend on G (as is the case here and in most censoring models). To be formal, we de ne the e cient score operator
where T 2 (P F;G ) is the closure of the range of B F;G and is the projection operator.
The information for estimation of in P F h 1 ( );G in the model with G unknown is given by the variance of the e cient score (see Bickel, Klaassen, Ritov, Wellner, 1993) and consequently the generalized Cram er-Rao lower bound for estimation of F(t) = R t 0 dF (x) j =0 is given by:
It is straightforward to verify that the L 2 (P F;G )-projection of A F;G (h 1 ) on the closure T 2 (P F;G ) of the range of B F;G is given by (h 1 ? P F;G h 1 j T 2 (P F;G )) = (h 1 j T 2 (P F;G )) = E F (h 1 (X 0 ) j C 0 ) ? P F;G h 1 :
Hence the e cient score operator A F;G for F is given by:
; where the integral is over C 0 ; 1) and S(x 1 ; x 2 ) 1 ? F(x 1 ?; 1) ? F(1; x 2 ?) + F(x 1 ?; x 2 ?):
(2) The de nition of the bivariate survival function given by (2) is useful for us because throughout S and S n will appear in denominators so that we do not have to use the notation S(c?), but instead just use S(c).
Similarly, we nd that the e cient score operator for right-truncation is given by:
for all h 1 2 L 2 0 (F n ). Similarly, the NPMLE F n with right-truncation solves P n A Fn;r = 0. All our statements and derivations in this paper are similarly applied to F n for right-truncated data.
From now on we will restrict our attention to left-truncation.
In particular, the estimating equation (3) holds for h 1 = I(T 0 t) ? S n (t) for all t which provides us with: 1
Let G e n be the empirical of the C 0 i , i = 1; : : :; n and let F e n be the empirical of the T 0 i , i = 1; : : :; n.
Then the estimating equation is presented by:
By considering the left and right-hand side as measures in t 2 IR 2 0 and computing the measure given to (t; t + dt] we obtain the equality:
dG e n (c 1 ; c 2 ) S n (c 1 ; c 2 ) = S e n (dt 1 ; dt 2 );
where S n (dt 1 ; dt 2 ) stands for the pointmass S n (t 1 + dt 1 ; t 2 + dt 2 ) ? S n (t 1 + dt 1 ; t 2 ) ? S n (t 1 ; t 2 + dt 2 ) + S n (t 1 ; t 2 ) which S n gives to point (t 1 ; t 2 ).
Apparently, the support of the NPMLE is uniquely determined, namely F n puts mass solely on T 0 i , i = 1; : : :; n. If the NPMLE exists, then it solves this equation. Proving existence of the NPMLE is standard and straigtforward; we know its support so that it is de ned as the one which maximizes the loglikelihood over a vector of pointmasses, existence follows now from continuity and compactness arguments, see e.g. van der Laan (1993, chapter 3). : (6) The univariate version of the equation (5) is:
which is solved by the product limit estimator as can be veri ed, as it should since the product limit estimator is the NPMLE in the univariate problem. In this case S n can be quickly computed by using this equation: Firstly, S n (dt) puts only mass at the observed T 0 i , i = 1; : : :; n. Now, we can order the observations T 0 i from small to large. Since S n (c) = 1 for c T 0
(1) the equation provides us directly with S n (dT 0
). This provides us also with S n between 0 and T 2 . Hence the equation provides us directly with S n (dT 0 2 ) and we can proceed in this way till we arrive at the last observation T 0 (n) . In other words, in n trivial steps we can compute the the n jumps of the survival function. A similar approach fails for the general bivariate equation since we do not have a total ordering on IR 2 0 . However, the following iterative algorithm can be expected to converge exponentially fast as will be made clear in section 3 where we show that the derivative of the equation can be exponentially fast inverted in the same iterative way: 
Special case: one truncation time is zero.
Suppose now that C 2 = 0 with probability 1. Then the estimating equation (5) 
Integrating both sides over t 2 provides us with:
S n (dt 1 ; 0)
However, this is just the e cient score equation (7) for the univariate left-truncation model and hence S n (t 1 ; 0) is simply the product-limit estimator based on the marginal sample from (C 0 1 ; T 0 1 ). This is not a surprising result since intuitively T 0 2 does not help in estimating the marginal distribution of T 1 ; formally this follows by the fact that the marginal of T 1 factorizes out in the likelihood. Substitution of the product limit estimator in the bivariate equation (9) 
2.2 Right-censored randomly truncated data.
In many practical situations one will have right-censored truncated data. In other words, we observe (T i ; i ; C i ), whereT i = T 0 i^C i and i = I(T 0 i C i ), where the bivariate random variable C i is independent of the bivariate T i and bivariate C i ; here T i ; C i are observations from (T; C), given T C. We can estimate S e , based onT i ; i , with Dabrowska`s estimator or with the modi ed NPMLE of van der Laan (1995) or others. Now, we substitute this estimateŜ e for S e n in the estimating equation (5). If C i is also right-censored, then we can substitute an estimateĜ e for G e n as well. This provides us with an estimator S cens n of S based on right-censored truncated data. In our analysis below we show that S n is a smooth functional of G e n ; S e n and by the fact that it is a NPMLE we have that S n is asymptotically e cient. Hence S cens n is also a smooth functional of G e n ;Ŝ e so that, by the functional delta-method, the consistency and weak convergence results forŜ e immediately translate to S cens n . Moreover, ifŜ e is asymptotically e cient, then S cens n is asymptotically e cient; this follows by a result of van der Vaart (1991) which says that a compactly di erentiable functional of an e cient estimator is e cient.
3 Analysis of the NPMLE.
We have for all t 2 IR 2 0 U(F; P F;G )(t) F(t) ? 
Equation (6) tells us that the NPMLE F n solves U(F n ; P n )(t) = 0 for all t, where P n is the empirical distribution function of P F;G .
This equation involves two singularities. In the end tail we have the singularity 1=S. Moreover, notice that the denominator R (0;s] dG e (c)=S(c) converges to zero if s ! 0 as G(s). Therefore we will have to control this singularity with an assumption like the classic univariate assumption R dF=G < 1 (see Woodroofe, 1985) . In order to control the rst singularity we assume in the analysis that the support of F is restricted to a rectangle 0; ] 0; 1) 2 , = ( 1 ; 2 ), where is chosen so that S( ?) > > 0 (or just S( ) > > 0 if S is de ned as in (2)), which holds for example if F(f g) > 0. As shown below this assumption happens to be no assumption for estimation of F(t) with S(t) > 0, but it is used to go through an analysis where F n is considered as a whole random function.
The analytically important implication is that now S in U(F; P) is uniformly bounded away from zero on 0; ]; recall that S in the denominators in U is de ned by S( ) = 1 ?F( 1 ?; 1)? F(1; 2 ?)+F( 1 ?; 2 ?) (see 2). Moreover, it guarantees that S e n (f g > > 0 with probability tending to 1 so that equation (5) tells us that S n (f g) = S e n (f g) R 0 dG e n =S n S n ( )S e n (f g): Hence the bivariate hazard (at ) F n (f g)=(1 ? F n ( ?)) > > 0 with probability tending to 1 which implies that F n has an atom at which is bounded away from zero (uniformly in n). Consequently, the denominator S n (c) in U(F n ; P n ) is uniformly bounded away from zero on 0; ]. This will control the end-tail singularity in the analysis below.
This assumption is accomplished by arti cially pulling back each T 0 i and C 0 i which does not fall in the rectangle 0; ] to the closest point on the edge of 0; ]; notice that this does not change the order C 0 i T 0 i . For estimation of F(t 1 ; t 2 ) with t < this reduction of the data does not change the NPMLE, because equation (6) The second singularity at zero happens to be a real one in the sense that if a ects also the NPMLE S n (t) at t not close to zero. Because of the implicitness of F n and the fact that no martingale arguments are available for bivariate processes we will need a more stringent assumption than R dF=G < 1, as will be discussed in detail below.
Our analysis is following a standard M-estimator approach as highlighted in van der Vaart (1992) . This general method works as follows. Because U(F n ; P n ) = U(F; P) = 0 we have U(F n ; P) ? U(F; P) = ? (U(F n ; P n ) ? U(F n ; P)):
Let (D 0; ]; k k 1 ; B) be the space of bivariate cadlag functions as de ned in Neuhaus (1972) , i.e. bivariate real valued functions f which are right-continuous and for which the left-hand limits f(s?; t?), f(s?; t), f(s; t?) exist, endowed with the supremum-norm and the Borel-sigmaalgebra. We consider estimators, say X n , as random (not necessarily measurable) elements of this space.
We will rst prove uniform consistency of F n in subsection 2. Here we will only need that R dF=G < 1 and dG=dF has bounded supnorm on 0; ].
Since F appears in U(F; P) only as a function it is straightforwardly veri ed in subsection 3 that F ! U(F; P) is Fr echet-di erentiable: for any sequence F n s.t. kF n ? Fk 1 ! 0 we have 1 kF n ? Fk 1 (U(F n ; P) ? U(F; P) ? d 1 U(F; P)(F n ? F)) ! 0 w.r.t. the supnorm, where d 1 U(F; P) is a linear mapping which will be precisely speci ed. Also here we only need that R 0 dF=G < 1.
In subsection 5 we show that p n times the right-hand side, which we will denote with ?Z n , converges weakly in (D 0; ]; k k 1 ; B) to a Gaussian process, hereby using the uniform consistency of S n , the supnorm-weak convergence of p n(P n ?P) and the smoothness of U(F; P) in P. Because all mass of F lies on 0; ] S depends only through F on 0; ] and hence the uniform consistency of F n (S n ) su ces here. This supnorm-weak convergence analysis will be carried out in the weak convergence subsection 3.
Here (14) is the empirical counter part of the all the time needed tail condition that R dF=G < 1. We are not aware of a result in empirical process theory which covers the result (27). If G has an atom at 0, then (27) holds with M(c) = M < 1, but it is clear that a weaker condition should su ce here. Notice that if for a fraction of the subjects the startpoints from where we start measuring T 1 and T 2 fall in the observed time-window, i.e. P(T AIDS > 1978) > 0 in the aids-application discussed in the introduction, then G has indeed an atom at f0g and thus even the atom-assumption is very realistic in practice.
By the usual kind of argument (see e.g. van der Vaart, 1992) for M-estimators it follows now that d 1 U(F; P)( p n(F n ? F)) = ?Z n + o P (1): It remains to prove that d 1 U(F; P) has a bounded inverse; then p n(F n ? F) = ?d 1 U(F; P) ?1 (Z n ) + o P (1) so that the weak convergence of Z n implies, by the continuous mapping theorem, weak convergence of p n(F n ? F). This will be proved in subsection 4 by using that the derivative is of the type I ? A, I identity operator, and exploiting that the operator A has a nice Volterra structure so that the Neumann-series of A converges exponentially fast.
Again, here we only need R 0 dF=G < 1 and dG=dF has bounded supnorm on 0; ].
Our result states supnorm weak convergence of p n(S n ?S) as random elements in a function space endowed with the supnorm. (D 0; ]; k k 1 ; B) is a non-separable space. In this case the Borel-sigma algebra is very large and therefore X n will usually not be measurable. On the other hand, for all known applications the limit random variable X 0 lies in a separable (sub)space and thereby will be measurable w.r.t. the Borel sigma-algebra, except for some pathological cases.
Because we are only concerned with the asymptotic behavior of X n , only \asymptotic measurability" should be relevant. Indeed there exists a powerful weak convergence theory for non-separable spaces without giving up the Borel sigma-algebra, but giving up that X n induces a distribution on the Borel-sigma algebra. Weak convergence of X n to X 0 in this modern sense is de ned as in the traditional de nition of Billingsley (1968) , except that expectations and probabilities for X n are replaced by outer expectations and outer probabilities. This weak convergence theory is due to Ho mann-J rgensen (1984) and Dudley (1985) following an evolution from Dudley (1966) and Wichura (1968) and is presented in full detail in van der Vaart and Wellner (1995) . If Z n converges weakly to Z in (D 0; ]; k k 1 ; B) we will denote this with Z n D =)Z. We refer to the well known result that the empirical process p n(P n ? P F;G ) indexed by the indicators fI(0; t] : t 2 0; ]g converges weakly as random elements of (D 0; ]; k k 1 ; B)
to a Gaussian process with the same covariance structure as p n(P n ? P F;G ). p n(F n ? F)(t) is asymptotically normal and e cient for every t 2 0; ]. The e ciency of F n is a consequence of the asymptotic normality and the fact that F n solves the score equations; see Gill, van der Vaart (1993) and van der Vaart (1992) .
The condition (15) seems only veri able in practice if G has an atom at 0. However, it shows the minimal condition under which our proof works. We will now state the direct corollary of the theorem for the case that G has an atom at zero: If also G(f0g) > 0, then p n(S n ? S) converges weakly as random elements of (D 0; ]; k k 1 ; B) to a Gaussian random element. In particular, p n(S n ?S)(t) is asymptotically normal and e cient for every t 2 0; ].
Essential ingredients for the consistency proof.
For the consistency proof we will need an integration by parts formula and a notion of bounded variation for bivariate functions, as has been done in Gill, van der Laan, Wellner (1995) . This subsection summarizes these ingredients in order to make the paper self-contained. For this we refer to Gill, van der Laan and Wellner (1995) or for the k-variate case (k 2) to Gill (1993) . This provides us with the following lemma: Lemma 3.2 Let f and g be two bivariate cadlag functions ans suppose that kfk v < 1. Then The proof requires some combinatorial arguments following directly from the de nition (16) of k k v (it is sketched for general k in Gill, 1993) .
A useful trick, which is just the equivalent of the product rule for di erentiating discrete functions, is telescoping the di erence of two products of terms as a sum of products containing one di erence a time:
3.2 Consistency.
We will rst prove consistency of F n on 0; ]. For the consistency proof we consider F n as the solution of (4) H(S n ; P n )(t) Z S n (c _ t) S n (c) dG e n (c) ? S e n (t) = 0:
We will assume that S has only a nite number of discontinuity points, i.e. point masses, and is continuous everywhere else. This implies the same for S e . Since S n has the same support as S e n it follows that S n = S d n +S c n , where S d n is discrete on the pointmasses of S e and S c n has the same support as S e n , excluding the pointmass points. Moreover, S d n will be uniformly bounded away from zero; this is shown in the same way as we showed above that S n (f g) is uniformly bounded away from zero. By Helly's selection theorem S c n has a subsequence which converges pointwise to a distribution S c 1 on 0; ] at each continuity point of S 1 . Hence by continuity of S c S c n converges pointwise to S c 1 at each point. It is a well known fact that a sequence of monotone functions which converges pointwise to a continuous limit converges uniformly. By Bolzano-Weierstrass S d n (it is just a vector of pointmasses) has a convergent subsequence which converges to a S d 1 . Consequently, S n has a convergent subsequence which converges uniformly to a S 1 which has the same support as S.
Let S n(k) be this convergent subsequence. Because S n(k) is uniformly bounded away from zero for n large enough and S n is of uniformly (in n) bounded sectional variation (it is a distribution function) it follows by lemma 3.3 and 3.2 that Z S n(k) (c _ t) S n(k) (c) d(G e n(k) ? G e )(c) CkG e n(k) ? G e k 1 ; for a C < 1. Empirical process theory tells us that kG e n ?G e k 1 = O P (1= p n) and kS e n ?S e k 1 = O P (1= p n). Hence we have that kH(S n(k) ; P n(k) ) ? H(S n(k) ; P)k 1 = O P (1= p n(k)). This shows that H(S n(k) ; P) = O P (1= p n(k)). The uniform consistency of S n(k) to S 1 implies trivially that kH(S n(k) ; P)(t) ? H(S 1 ; P)k 1 ! 0 which proves that H(S 1 ; P)(t) = 0 for all t. It remains to show that H(S; P F 0 ;G 0 ) = 0 implies S = S 0 , where we can use that S > > 0 on 0; ]; that implies that S 1 = S 0 and hence that each subsequence of S n has a uniformly consistent subsequence, all having the same limit S 0 , which implies that the NPMLE S n is uniformly consistent. We have that H(S; P 0 ) = 0 is equivalent with U(S; P 0 ) = 0. We have 0 = U t (F; P 0 ) ? U t (F 0 ; P 0 ) = (F ? F 0 )(t) + 
Let F n = F + n h. In order to show Frechet-di erentiability we need to prove that the supnorm of the remainder U(Fn;P)?U(F;P) n ?d 1 U(F; P)(h) converges to zero uniformly in h with khk 1 1.
By telescoping the remainder can be expressed as a sum of two terms, one with the di erence 1=a n ? 1=a and one with a di erence 1=S n ? 1=S. The rst term is given by:
SnS(c) dG e (c) a(s)a n (s) F(ds): Here S n ? S = n h and h can be bounded in supnorm by 1. So we can bound this term by:
We have that S n > > 0 with probability tending to 1. We also assumed that R F(ds)=G(s) < 1. This shows trivially that this term is bounded by M n for some M < 1 with probability tending to 1. The second term of the remainder is given by:
In the same way it follows that if S; S n > > 0 and R F(ds)=G(s) < 1, then this term is bounded by M n for some M < 1. This proves that F ! U(F; P) is supnorm Frechet di erentiable at a S with S > on 0; ) and R 0 dF=G < 1.
Invertibility of the derivative.
Recall that S(c) in (12) n ?F k n ; it is easily shown that one obtains that F k+1 n ? F k n = A k;k?1 (F k n ? F k?1 n ), where A k;k?1 is a linear operator which depends on F k?1 n ; F k n in such a way that if we set F k?1 n = F k n = F, then A k;k?1 = A; in other words, it has the Volterra structure. Since F k+1 n ?F k n = A(F k n ?F k?1 n ) implies kF k+1 n ?F k n k 1 c(k)kF 1 n ? F 0 n k 1 and hence implies exponential fast convergence, one can expect that this data driven algorithm will converge exponentially fast.
3.5 Weak convergence of the empirical process part.
Our task is to show that Z n = p n(U(F n ; P n ) ? U(F n ; P)) D =)Z in (D 0; ]; k k 1 ; B), using the uniform consistency of S n , the supnorm-weak convergence of p n(P n ? P) and the smoothness of U(F; P) in P. Empirical process theory is concerned with weak convergence of an empirical process ( p n(P n ? P)(f) : f 2 F) in`1(F), which is refered to as the empirical process indexed by F. We say that F is a Donsker class if this process converges weakly. If F is a Donsker class, then the empirical process is tight which implies that p n(P n ? P)(f n ) ! P 0 if kf n k P ! P 0.
(23) We will use (23) in our weak convergence proof.
Consider the second term in U as a functional U in (F; F e ; G e ). Let a n (s) R s 0 dG e (c)=S n (c) and a n n (s) = p n(U (S n ; F e n ; G e n )?U (S n ; F e ; G e )) = 
then F 1 is a F e -Donsker class. We will now show (25). For proving (25) it su ces to prove that 1=a n and 1=a fall in a Donsker class with probability tending to 1 and that 1=a n ?1=a converges to zero in probability in L 2 (F e ). Firstly, notice that 1=a n and 1=a fall in the class of bivariate monotone decreasing functions. Notice now that because S > > 0 we have G(s) a n (s) 1 :
Hence 1=a n ; 1=a fall in a class of functions bivariate monotone functions with envelope 1=G. The generalization of the univariate result in van der Vaart and Wellner (1995) We will now prove weak convergence of the second term in (24) in the same way. By Fubini's theorem we can rewrite the second term as: As with the rst term we want to show that f n ; f fall with probability tending to 1 in a Donsker class. Because 1=S is uniformly bounded this implies that 1=Sf n falls in a Donsker class (see van der Vaart, Wellner, 1995) : if a Donsker class is multiplied with a xed bounded function, then one obtains a new Donsker class. Notice that f n falls in the class of bivariate monotone decreasing functions. We have the following bound on f n (c):
f n (c) M Z t c dF e n GG e n :
Assume that Z c dF e n GG e n M(c) (27) with probability tending to 1. The generalization of the univariate result in van der Vaart and Wellner (1995) This proves that Z n p n(U (S n ; F e n ; G e n )?U (S n ; F e ; G e )) D =)Z Z In particular, this implies that for a xed t, the left-hand side of (13) 
Denote the two terms on the right-hand side of (29) with J 1 (t) and J 2 (t). We can bound the variance of J 1 + J 2 with 2EJ 4 Construction of con dence bands.
Our proof shows that F n (t) is asymptotically linear with in uence curve given by IC d 1 U(F; P) ?1 (IC), where IC is de ned in (29): p n(F n (t) ? F(t)) = 1 p n n X i=1 d 1 U(F; P) ?1 (IC(F; P; ))(C 0 i ; T 0 i ) + o P (1):
In particular, this implies that p n(F n ? F)(t) is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance equal to the variance of IC (F; G; t)(T 0 ; C 0 ). We showed above that the variance of IC is bounded if R dF=G < 1. This shows also that the variance of IC is bounded if R dF=G < 1. where F n ; G n is the NPMLE of F; G. This estimate of the variance provides us with an asymptotic con dence interval for F(t).
Alternatively, one could use the bootstrap (i.e. resampling from the original sample) for construction of con dence intervals. The asymptotic validity of the bootstrap follows from the fact that F is a compactly di erentiable functional of P; see Gill (1989) .
